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CHAPTER I

Bare Bones: Zooarchaeologr and Greek Sacrifce*

Gunnel:Eþroth

The myth of how Prometheus tricks Zeus ar Mekone, told by Hesiod in
the Theogony, centres around the division of an ox into tvyo parts, on the
one hand, bones and fat, and on the other, meat, hide and stomach.'At this
event, usually considered to have led up to the institution of animal
sacriÊce, Prometheus hides the bare bones of the slaughtered ox in the
glistening, obviously appetizing fat, and it is the sight of these bones
instead of the meat which causes Zeus' anger. He banishes men from the
tables of the gods and orders them all to in the future burn the white bones
on the altars, as a recollection of this incident. The handling of the bones
thus marks the separation of gods and men. But also in real, practised cult,
bones formed the core of the ritual. At a regular Greek, animal sacrifice,
a thysia, the communication with the gods was enabled by the burning of
bones on the altar. Not any part of the skeleton would be chosen and the
preferred sections to pur in the fire were the meri.a or meroi, that is the
thighbones (femora), and the osphys,which is made up of the sacrum bone
(the back part of the basin) and the tail (caudal) vertebrae (Fig. r.r).'
The hnise, the smoke from the bones consumed by the altar fire, rose ro
the sþ and allowed for the gods to profit from the sacrifice.

Cutting out bones, freeing them from meat, wrapping them in fat and
burning them were essential parts of any Greek sacrifice. But the handling
of the bones does not only constitute evidence for the interaction between
immortals and mortals, it also provides us with information on rhe actions
of the people present at the sancruaries, on their choices, habits and
behaviour, what they ate, how they prepared their food and what their
tastes were. Greek religion has been thoroughly explored for more than

* I am grateful to Sa¡ah Hitch and Ian Rutherford for inviting me to the seminar on sacrifices at the
Universicy of Reading in May zoo7, where a first version of this pâper was presented.

' Hes. Theog.535-7.For the interpretation, see Vernant (rg8q); Rudhardt (r9Zo); Pötscher (rl9t).
'VanStraten(r995:rz8-3o);Ekroth(zoo9:rz7-9).Ontheissueofmeroiæl:arebonesorentirelegs,see

Berthiaume (zoo5).
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Fig. r.r. Bovine skeleton. After F. T. van Straten, "The god's portion in Greek
sacrificial representations: Is the tail doing nicely?", in Earþ Greeþ Cuh Practice.

Proceedings of the Fifih Internøtional Symposium at the Swedish Insúrute at Athens,

z6-z9 Jøne, ry86 (AcraAth-a', 38), ed. R. Hägg, N. Marinatos and G. C. Nordquist,
Stockholm ry88, 59, frg.9.

a century, and starting from philolog/, then epigraphy, scholarship has

gradually ventured into iconography and archaeology. Sdll, there are many
aspects ofthe practical execution ofa sacrifice that are unclear, pardy since

the sources do not offer us sufÊcient information, pardy since they appar-
ently had no need or desire to do so. It must be kept in mind that the texts,

inscriptions, vases and reließ constitute choices of how to represent Greek
sacrifices, and that they do not necessarily capture or reflect all aspects of
the complex ritual reality. Archaeology, and especially zooarchaeology, can

here offer us a diffe¡ent perspective, which allows us to clarifr t}re informa-
tion in the written and iconographical sources or even to contradict it.

The focus of this chapter is the zooarchaeological evidence as a source for
Greek sacrificial ritual. There are many reâsons why the bones should be of
interest for scholars of Greek religion. Firstly, the zooarchaeological mate-
rial is definitely a kind of evidence linked to Greek cult that is constantly
increasing. It is not likely that a new lex sacrø, such as the one from
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Selinous, or a vase-painting, as the "Ricci-hydria" with its explicit sacrificial
scene, will surface in the next few years, though of course it is theoretically
possible.s Some kind of zooarchaeological remains can, on the other hand,
be expected from the next excavation of a Greek cult place, if investigated
with the proper methodology. Secondly, animal bones provide us with
direct evidence from the cultic activiþ at a specific site which may allow us

to distinguish local variations and particularities, but also changes over
time. Thirdly, zooarchaeology may reveal facets of Greek cult practice,
which we rarely or never will find in our written and iconographical
sources.

The zooarchaeological evidence gives rise to a number of questions and
this chapter will focus on three âspects of the bone material pertaining to
Greek cult: (r) which kind of ritual activities the animal bones may
correspond to, (z) the correlation between the zooarchaeological material
and the written sources concerning the god's portion at a thlsiø and
theoxeniø, and (¡) the relation between sacrificial victims and the consump-
tion of meat.

Historio graphy and Methodolo gy

Animal bones have always been found at archaeological investigations of
sanctuaries and cult places, but they have unfortunately often not been
kept and studied, since they were not considered to contribute any sig-
nificant information, though âs a rare early exception it may be noted that
Paul Stengel, the father of the study of Greek sacrificial ritual, actually
commented on the bone material found at an Aphrodite sanctuary at
Bassai in a paper written already in 1887.4 Still, until recendy, few studies
have attempted to discuss Greek sacrificial ritual and zooarchaeological
evidence in a more comprehensive manner, but this situation is rapidly
changing.t

As with any kind of evidence, bones have to be assembled in the correct
manner to be usefirl for scholars, and in order to constitute a source for cult

t Selinous lex sacta: Jmeson, Jordm md Kotansþ (1991); "Ricci-hydria," see vm Strate n (t995:Yr54,
Êg. nz).

a Stengel ft9ro:zoo), bones said to come from small animals such as hares.t For m overview on the imponance ofthe zooa¡chaeological material for the understanding ofGreek
ritual practices, see the contributions in Ek¡oth and l?allensten (zorl); see also Hägg (r998a);

Kotjabopoulou et al. (zoo3); for surveys ofzooarchaeological evidence from Greek sanctuaries, see

Iæguilloux (zoo4); Reese (zoo5); MacKinnon (zoo7r:49o-r); MacKinnon (zoo7b:r7-r9). For dis-
cussion of similar issues within the Roman evidence, see læpeø and Vm Andringa (zoo8a); kpetz
and Van Andringa (zoo8b).
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practice they have to be collected with the proper methods. At an excava-

tion bones may be picked up by hand, but this method results in far from
all parts of the animals being recovered. More importantly, certain species

will definitely not be recovered, as their bones are too small to be spotted
with the naked eye. It is therefore essential to sieve systematically, as well as

ro use water flotation, of at least a representative sample of the soil.
Recent archaeological work demonstrates the benefits of such a proper

methodology, for example the way the zooarchaeological evidence informs
our undersranding of the role of fish within both cultic and alimentary
contexts. It has often been claimed that the Greeks had a complex relation
to fish, which was seen either as the ultimate luxury food, expensive and
exclusive, or as food for the poor who could not afford meat.6 The role of
fish within religion is far from established, and fish have usually been
separated from the sphere of animal sacrifice, as they are rarely documented
in our written and iconographical sources, and cannot be brought to the
altar alive, nor do they bleed once killed, apaft from tuna.7 The lack of
fishbones in sanctuaries has been taken as a confirmation of the marginal
position of fish within cult.8

An astonishing zooarchaeological deposit has recently been brought to
light at the excavations at the sanctuary of Poseidon at Kalaureia on Poros,

conducted by the Swedish Institute at Athens, whe¡e intensive sieving and
water flotation have been consistently used. At the site was discovered
a large deposit of pottery, bones and charcoal, which represents material
dumped after a huge feast involving c. zoo people, which took place
around t61 nc.e Among the bones recovered \Mere those of cattle, sheep,

goat and pigs, but also the remains of at least eighteen different species of
fish. These fish originated from various kinds of marine habitat and were
apparendy caught by different kinds of fishing technique, some by large

communal efforts using nets, others byindividual fishermen with hookand
line or a harpoon. Some of the fish may perhaps even have been bred in the
shallow lagoons near Poros, while certain species were migratory and
seasonal, and could only be caught at selected times during the year. All
fish species that existed locally around the island are present in the

6 
See the discussion by Davidson (rgg7,l-l); Mylona (zoo8): p assim, esp. 5-zj.

7 For occasional mention of dre burning of small fish as part of sacrfice, see ZSCG ry7,lnes 621,
foundation of Diomedon, Kos, r. 3oo nc; ZSCG45,lne$, testament of Epikteta, Thera, zro-r95 nc;
sacrificeof tørichos,smoked or salted tsh, to the hero Kylabru at Phæelis, seeHeropythos FGrHist 448
F y Ath. 7.297e-298a. For reprcentations of fìsh, see Gebauer (zooz:3zz-3, Zv 3v Zv 16, frg. ry21;
Yikela (1994:26\ md pl. r5:r, no. A ry. On the bleeding tun4 sæ Durmd ft9891::rz7-8).8 For a review ofmarine fauna in Greek sanctuaries, see Theodoropoulou (zor3).

e Mylona (zoo8:92-6); \lells et a.l. (zoo5:t64-79).
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assemblage by all parts of rhe skeletons, rhar is, the fish must have beenbrought whole to tLe sanctuary ro be consumed. The migratory fish, on rheother hand, are only ,.pr.r.rt.d bt;;;;;."., and musr prs.sumably havebeen taken to the sit-e in chunLs 

"l rri..r. These non-loJJ;;h;"y."."
have been preserved for some ,i-.:Àrør. feing consum.d, for.omple by

;*ï1,i5::;*,,,"" is that t¡,. n,h î'i ,h: ä;; î*î,, ãr th.
;;;h.,';.ä#i:io:ätö,i"il:'.i#;iTå,ïi::r:1:n1,.,'î,lr;fi 

::äand the mainland coast. Some of th.firh *ere small, around' cm, whileothers, such as the tuna, were over r m long. This great meal, with itsextraordinary selection of fish, .* ..rr"irrly b:,;;r:;;;rä'i.rilur. ,othe god of the sea and his 
"ffiu.nã. 

---*^"t

The material from Kalaureia demonstrates how careful excavadon, drysieving and water frotation can reveal ,r.*ã..* of the use and. rore of fishin Greek sanctuaries, be it for rituals, ¡urrr, o' the altars ø, ,t. goa, o,deposited' or eaten by the *g"h;ñ;ril"'L -u* be kept in mind that ifa site has not been excavated witir'such 
"tt".,tiorr, th" ,oo-.h"eorogicalassemblage cannor be,used ro argue fÀ; a.k oí-fir¡r,ìã.iîr, 

"rrr.,species, as parr of the local ritual"or diet.',

what Kind of (Ritual) Activity Do the Animar Bones Represent?
Judging by our writren and.iconographical sou¡ces, the most commonkind of animal sacrifice practiced bi tÉ. Greeks was thysia.At this rituar,the animal victim was dtvided lenvþ;il, *d _.r,; the deities receivedthe thighbones and the tair section b"d;;; the artar, while the mear wasconsumed by the worshippers. In connecrion with thyia, theeods could begiven oflÈrings of raw mear on the sacred ,^bI;: ;í;;;;;-råiiJi"r,.",kinds of cooked food at theoxenia rituatsl' apart from these rituals, the

'o The fishbonesandseashellsfromthe-GreeksancruaryarKommosalsoindicatetheroleofmarine
tauna in religious conrexß' both * otr ring;*J"i;;:í,:;r'K"-*"rr 

-¿ ri....'i-"-*îä rooob);,, j;},:.^Y:fo (zoro); cÊ Myrona (,".i,,;;i'Ë;i*ìj.,,1.
^parr 

rrom the need for sophisticared teclrniques or.oìl..,ing the bones, pubrication by expens isarso a prercquisire' The first study of *. 
".*-Ár-r"gìcd m"t.riar rrom rhe ,o-car.d alt", ofAphrodite ourania at ¡th'n' drionìrr"r.ï;ï',dË:lltaç of voung, female goats and birdbones, especially doves (Forster 198_4), supponin! ,Ë. ;J.nrifi.r,ion of rhe altar ä r-hat of thisgoddess A later re-studv h'.Daviá n.*.-it:gãr)'r3..åitäi."r, four unburnt bird bones withinthe sampte' as we' as a 

'"¡á'irv orburni;:ô;;å;:i;èior"."nd 
caudar vertebrae, a typical altar

, l'i'i::ä:li:::::t:ijffiî'l,div;n;v' 
r'i'-"'""' id.nr¡noroì oïìr'. i*Ï,¡", 

"r'" On trapezomat¿ md theoxent
(zooz:276-86). 

ta' see Giìl (tsz+); Gill (r99r); Jameson (¡99<^);Yryn (zooo); El*oth

GUNNEL EKROTH
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Greeks performed holocausts at which the entire animal was burnt in the
fire, as well as sacrifices in war on th€ battlefield, so-called sphøgia, at
purifications and at oarh-takings." At these latter sacrifices, rhere \Mas no
meat for the participants to consume. How does the zooarchaeological
material relate to this ritual landscape?

A¡imal bones from sanctuaries are often simply regarded as remains of
"sacrifices," the term being used as a kind of comprehensive explanation,
covering botlr the dedication of a part of the animal victim to the god and
the consumption of the rest by the worshippers. In order to understand
which acdons the bones may correspond to, finer distinctions within the
zooarchaeological evidence have to be made, using criteria such as the
types of bones, the degree of fragmentation, the presence of cut or chop-
ping marks, and most importantly, whether the bones show any traces of
burning. The interpretive categories applied must also be taken into
consideration. To be able to do so, the bone assemblages must have been
both carefully excavated and collected, and most of all analyzed and
published in great detail.

Most zooarchaeological assemblages in Greek sanctuaries can be con-
nected to thysia sacriÊce, and three different kinds of acrions can be

recognized. It is possible to distinguish between bone material deriving
ftomthe actiuity at tlte ølta,,- the burning of the gods'portion, contumption
debris - the bones being left after the worshippers had eaten the meat, and
butchering refuse - parts which were discarded at the initial division of the
animal after it had been killed.

Bones from the altar dctiuity have been burnt in the fire on t}re altar and
are carbonized and even calcined, a process which often results in substantial
fragmentation into small pieces. High temperatures are needed here; by

400-600o the bones will be charred, while temperatures over 6o0-70o'
cause calcination.'a Judging by the written and iconographical sources,

these deposits can be expected to consist mainly of thighbones and parts of
the osphys. The find context also has to be aken into consideration, but
remains of the bones burnt on the altar do not necessa¡ily have to be

recoyered near an altar to be recognized as the god's part of the sacrifice ."

" On holoausts, see Ekroth (zooz:zt7-42). For ghagiz, see Jamaon (r99r); Jameson (r994b).
Puriñcations, see Parker (t983:zz5-32 anð. 3714); Dyer (rg6q); Clinton (zoo¡); Burken (1985:

75-84); Georgoudi, this volume (Chapter 4). Oath-takings, see Faraone (1993); Burkert (r98¡:
,jo-+).

'a Prummel (zoo3:zrz-4); Shipman, Forsrer and Schoeninger (1984); Spennemann and Colley (1989).

" At Ephesos, sacrificial debris has been distinguished fiom consumption refuse and garbage in both
Protogeometric levels and a well filled in the Classical period by the selection of body parts and the
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The consumption d¿bris, on rhe other hand, rypically conrains a verylow
quantify ofburnt bones, as cooking does not exceed z8o" and the roasting
of the meat only chars the outer ends of the bones as the meat prorecrs rhe
rest. Most meat eaten in sanctuaries seems to have been boiled, a cooking
method which leaves no traces of fire. The zooarchaeological remains
deriving from meals are fragmented as well, since the bones were usually
butchered into portions before cooking, and later broken to gain access to
the marrow, though to a lesser extent than the altar remains. Cut or
chopping marfts are frequendy presenr.'6 Furthermore, the consumption
debris should consist of the meat-bearing parts of the animal, apart from
the sections reserved for the altar. The butchering ref-ase, fr,nalIy, is made up
of the lower legs and feet, and the upper part of the skull, sections of the
animal with little or no mear on them, which were often removed when the
animal was skinned.'7

There is less zooarchaeological evidence that can be linked to other kinds
of ritual than thysia. Holocausts may be recognized in heavily burnt bone
deposits containing all parts of the skeleton, bur such instances are very
¡are. One of the few undisputed cases belongs ro rhe Roman phase of the
cult of Palaimon at Isthmia, dating ro c. AD 5o-rto.r8 At this hero-cult,
caftle were burnt in a series of pits, the walls of which were severely
damaged by the heat. Presumably the animals were placed on logs over
the pits and the draft of the air created sufficient heat to consume the meat.
The bones do not reveal if the animals were burnt as whole carcasses or if
qhey first had been skinned, gutted and cut up into pieces, though both
fl"nrg and division seems very likel¡ considering the amounr of time
needed to burn an enrire cow with blood and intestines still contained
within the carcass.'e Apart from this spectacular holocaust, there are some
deposits of piglets, which have been burnt whole, mosr coming from
Demeter sanctuaries and probably corresponding to a specific ritual of this
cult.'o These bones are probably to be distinguished from the deposition of

calcined state ofrhebones, see EpbesosY, S6-9; Forstenpointner, Galìk and \{/eissengruber (zoo6);
Scherrer et al. (zoo6:t4s-6).

'6 For the identification oFbutchering and marrow extraction, see Rixso n Q9B9:49-62); Tnos, 438-43;
Thasos, 8o7-t7; Thera, ry8-6r; Samos, 6.

'7 For butchering refixe, or rather the lack ofthese parts in the deposis from sanctua¡ies, see Thasos,
8o-7; Tegea, zor; Sømos, 4,Tablez; Nmeø,ry9;LegutlTorx(zooo:346), on the fourth-century rc altar
ofZeus{ovis at Poseidonia where less than r percent oftle around fifty slaughtered cattle consisted
offeet and lower legs.

'o Isthmia, n6, gz-1, rj71 arid.ryz. For the cult in ia Roman phase, see also Gebha¡d (1993); Elcoth
(zooz:8o-r).

'e Ontheevidenceforskinningcarcassesbeforeholocausts,seescullion(zoo9:159-69).
'" Mytilcnel, zo9; MytileneII, 1881; Bookidis a¡d Stroud ft997:7t), AreaD; cî. Ephesosy, g5-6.
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piglets in connection with the Thesmophoria, however, as the piglets on
these latter occasions were to be thrown whole into pits, and their rotten
remains late¡ taken up and spread on the fields."

A unique zooa¡chaeological assemblage was recendy excavated on
Thasos, near the Passage des théores at the Agora." A young bull, a ram

and a boar had been cut into half and deposited in two heaps with three

half-sections of each animal in each heap, the bodies being carefully
arranged with the severed sections facing the open area between the piles.

This find probably represents a, trittzia, the sacrifice of three victims, which
was performed in connection with an oath or purification.'3 Another
particular category of bone deposits are accumulations of horns, mainly
goat but also sheep, that have been discovered at the Artemision at

Ephesos, at Dreros on Crete, in the temple of Apollo at Halieis and at

Messene.'aAs the quantities at some sites are quite substantial, they may be

interpreted as the remains of the altars of horns, bomoi þeratinoi, known
from the literary sources. Plutarch specifically points out that the horns

making up the Keraton on Delos stuck together by themselves, without any

kind of glue or additional binder, and according to Kallimachos, Apollo
had pleated (ephke) the altar of horns, statements that have caused some

bewilderment among modern scholars." Based on the finding of pairs of
goat horns at Ephesos, archaeological experiments have demonstrated that
the construction of a horn altar by simply joining together the horn pairs

from goats is perfectly feasible.'6
Finally, the zooarchaeological material gives evidence for rituals that do

not correspond to any actions outlined in texts, inscriptions or images.

In Athens, near the Agora, a series of shallow pits filled with pottery, traces

of burning and some animal bones from sheep, goat or chicken have been

" On the handling of piglets at the Thesmophoria, see Clinton Gg88). For unburnt piglet bones in
Demeter sanctuaries, see Ephesoslf, esp. 68.

" See Blondé et al. (zoor); Blondé et a1. (zoo5). A DVD produced by the CNRS Images entttled Le

trixoiø ou le rmdez-uous de Thøsos (zoo7) documents in detail the excavation and the interpretation
olthe find.

'r On the division or cutting apart of oatå or purifimtion victims, see Parket (r983:zz-3); Faraone

$9y:65-72). See also t}re material from well G5:3 in the,A.thenian Agora, which yielded the remains

ofr5o dogs md 45o infants, suggested to have been lìnked to purification rites, see Snyder (t999:284);

LnJe (1999:284).
a Dreros: Marinatos (r916:24v4); Deonna (r94o); Ephesos I:ro8, lz-4 and ryz-9; Ephesos ÍY:zz8;

Halieis: Jameson (t988a:93); Mexme I:7or.

" Plut. De soll. an. 983e; CaJl. Hymn z, 6o-4; cf. Deonna (t94o:rtz-t4); Bruneau (t97o:r9-29);

Bruneau and Fraisse (zooz). For the display oFhorns and bulaania as commemoration ofsacrifice,
see Theophr. Char. zr.7; Gebauer (zooz:537-4o); van Straten (r995:R57, frg. 78), stele from the

fourth-third centuries ¡c with bulaanion and boar's skull and mandible.

'6 Forstenpointner (zooo:5r-65, esp. Êg. r5),
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found in houses and commercial buildings.'7 These deposits, usually
labelled "Pyre deposirs," are of Classical and early Hellenistic date and
presumably represenr some kind of ritual meals, as the porrery shapes
include drinking vessels and cooking pots, but the purpose"of the action
and the recipient remain unclear. As a last example should be mentioned
the enormous funerary sacrifice excariated ar the foot of the staircase ar rhe
entrance to the tomb chamber of the Mausoleum at Halikarnassos, dated
to around 11jo BC.z8 The deposit contained at least five cattle, twenry-five
sheep and goats, eight lambs and kids, three cocks, ren hens, one chick and
eight pigeons, as well as rwenty-six hen's eggs. The animals had been
slaughtered, skinned and gutted, and then laid down either complere or
in segments, with the m€ar sdll attached to the bones. No heads or lower
sections of the legs were recovered, and these parts must have been
discarded before being deposired, as they have very lirde mear on them.
There were no traces of fire or other signs of cooking, but the bones seem to
suggest a huge meal offering to rh€ departed ruler of a kind that has no
parallels in our archaeological or textual record so far.

The God's Portion at a Tbysía

At a thysia sacrifice, the central acr was the burning of thighbones and tails
in order to create the savoury smoke, hnise, the gods were so fond of.
However, the written and iconographical sources do not present us with
a uniform picture of what the god's porrion consisted of. Hesiod, in his
account of Prometheus' division of the ox at Mekone simply srates thar the
white bones, the ostea leuha, were burnt for the gods on rhe altars."e Homer
speals only of the thighbones wrapped in fat and so do Sophocles,
Herodotus, Pausanias and Lucian.3" The earliest written reference to the
osphls as a part of the divinity's share of the victim is found in the tragedy
Prornetheus Bound (lI. a96-). Both meroi and osphys are mentioned in
Aristophanes, while Menander refers only to the osphys.s'

The Attic vase-paintings frequently depict the osphys in the altar fire,
showing the tail rising in a characterisric curve (Fig. r.z).3'These images

11 C*p (ry99:278-8o)i Canp (zoo):247-9); Jordan and Rotroff ft999); Rotroff (zor3).
- Jeppesen, Højlund andAaris-Sørensen (r98r); Højlund (r9S3).

'j fheog. nz-7.In OD y6-7, Hesiod mentions the burning of raeria; cf.Thgn. Eleg. tt45-6.)" FJ.om. ll.r46o-t,2.422-5tOd.¡416-9;Soph.Ant.rco5-ti;Hdt.445;Pats.r.z4.z,l.r¡.9and8.38.8;
Luc. Prom. ry; Timon 9; De sarif,3.

1' Ar. Pax rc39-4o and ro53-5; Men. Dy. 447*53.

" The earliest representations date to the last quarter ofthe fifth century Bc, see van straten (1988:

57-67); van Straten (r995:rr8-zr); Gebauer (zooz:352-443). For votive reliefs occasionally
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Fig. r.z. The burning of the oElrys inthe-fire on th-e altar. Red-Êgure þti1^Ot'oid'
,{ih,ool.* Museuri 19'.617-. Photo Ashmolean Museum, Universiry of Oxford.
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Fig. r.3. Sheep tail (to the left) *r¿;1::T 
$r$right) 

burning on a coal fire. photo

Fig. r.4. Attic red-Êgure bell-krate¡, Paris, Louvre G 496. Amorphous bundle being
placed in the altar fire. Photo @ Musée du Louvre, Dist. RMñ-Grand palais/LJ

frères Chuzeville.
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march the behaviour of rhe tail referred to in Aristophanes' comedy

The Peace, where Trygaios urges his slave not to disturb the osphys in the

fire and then comments "The tail is doing nicely." Practical exPeriments

have demonsüared that real carde, sheep and pigs' tails rise and curve

precisely in this manner when placed in a fire, and the rePresentations on
.,r"r., 

"pp"r.ntly 
closely cofrespond to what happened in real life when an

uphys was burnt (Fig. r.3).33 More iconographically elusive is the burning

oi t[. thighbones, so frequently referred to in the literary sources. Meroi

may possibly be seen on a red-figure Athenian bell-krater in the Louvre

(Fig. ì.a), dlpicting a sacrificial scene, where a bearded man is about to

pl"ã. 
" 

bu"di. in tËe fire, ingeniously suggesred by the Austrian zooarch-

ãeologist Gerhard Forstenpointner to be the fat-wrapped thighbones about

to be burnt (Fig. r'5).34

considering ,h. dir.t"p*cy between texm and images, the zo-oarchaeo-

logical evidenãe is of prime interesr for clarifying the contents 9f the 
go{'s

po"rtion. At present, th.r. 
"r. 

at least ten bone assemblages, which can be

representing this pan ofthe victim, see Rhamnous, inv. no. ro¿, Elroth (zoo9:r33-a, tg' 6)' and

" 
i".t""on"=pl"qu" from locri, Prücknet (196817-18, fig' r)'

13 
Jameson (tgs6:6o-r and fig. 3); Ekroth (zoo9'.r43, fig. 7);_Monon (zor5).

'o þa.is, l,ouíre G +g6; van Si.rten ( r995,Yzoo, frg. ryz); Gebauer (zoo z:4o6-7,8 43, Êg'- 268)' For the

.rp".i-"n* of wrappi.g the femora in the orrientum, the fat of the animal's stomach , see Ephesos

III, zro-rr; see also Morton (zor5).
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mainly from sheep and goats, though at Isthmia a grearer quanriry of cattle
than of ovicaprines was sacrificed at the altar.

Remains of tail vertebrae and sacra are as a rule less frequent, but at the
sanctuary of Demeter at Mytilene and the altar of Aphrodite Ourania at
Athens, tails of sheep and goat were common.ro There is also a disdnction
as to species. At Ephesos, in one of tlie early Archaic burnt deposits, the tail
bones are mainly from cattle while the thighbones and kneecaps derive
from sheep and goats, and a similar siruation is found at Altar U in the
Greek sanctuary ar Kommos, which dates to c. 7oo-6oo sc.3e A few
remains of sacrum bones and tail vertebrae at rhe Aire sacrifcielle at
Eretria show that the occasional sheep's tail may have ended up on this
altar as well, though here this was never the regular practice.4o

The total number of altar assemblages is small, but the scarcity of pig
bones should be noted. At Isthmia, Kourion, Kommos, Miletos, Eretria
and the Hofaltar at Ephesos, there seem to be no pig bones at all among the
burnt sacrificial remains.a' In the cases where pig bones are present, only
a small quantity has been recorded, rarely consisting of thighbones and
hardly ever of pigs' tail verrebrae.a' Larger amounrs of burnt pig bones,
primarily juvenile piglets, only seem to have been recovered in sanctuaries
of Demeter, deposits which may be interpreted as a ritual different from
the burning of the god's portion ar a thysia, as all parts of the animals'
bodies seem to have been included.as The zooarchaeological evidence thus
suggests that rhe gods' portion usually consisted of the thighbones, pre-
ferably ofsheep and goats, and less often, tails ofcattle or sheep and goars,
though there are local variations which may relate to the divinity wor-
shipped but also to the supply of victims.#

t8 Athens,65 md 68 (regarding Mytilene).
3e Ephesos III, zo6-ro md Êg. zr.z, canle vertebrae particularly common in deposit lHN; Kommos I,

44r,Trble 6.2.
a" Erctiø'.r77,Tablet.
a' Isthmiat4g-5z,Talsle u Kourion:rïez; Kommos l:Table 6.2,44r (Altar U), 446-7 (Ntat H), 448-9

(Altar C); Kommos II:687-4; Miletos:rzz, Êg. 3 md o4-5, frg.4 (no pigs' bones listed mong the
calcined remains); Eretria:t77,Tablez; Ephesosl:rro and rr5; cf, EphesosII:68.

a' Athens,68; Ephesos III:zo8-9, Êg. zt.z; EphesosII:67-8; Nemea:ril7 md4r; possibly also the altar
deposit at Asea, see '4sea:zot, Pig bones were recovered from the altar of Asklepios at Messene
(MeseneI:297, Tables 3 and 4), but the precise find context nor the state ofthe evidence (burnt or
unburnt) ue specified. The burnt pig bones from úre Sarapeion C on Delos is oflas relevance for
Greek cult practices, see hguilloux (zoo3:So7-8); Brun and Leguilloux (zor3).

at Mytilene, zo9; Bookidis and Stroud (1997:78), Area D; cf. EphesosY:85-6. At these sanctuaris,
unburnt piglet md pig bones have also been recovered.# The consumption debris from some smctua¡ies sometimes shows a noticeable correspondence to
the alta¡ remains, as there is a very low frequency ofthighbones, tail vertebrae and sacra, see, for
example, Samos:4-7 nd 4t-2, as well æ Tabl es z and,3, though note rhat two calcined femora were

Fig. r.5 a-b. Sheep's thighbones and omentum (ta) and experimentally formed
- 

bundle using these specimens (5b). Photo G. E. 'Sl'eissengruber'

interpreted as the remains burnt on the altar, dating from the Late

Geometric ro rhe lare Hellenistic periods: the altar of Aphrodite Ourania

at Athens, the Aire sacrif'cielle at Eretria, the futemision at Ephesos, the

Long Altar at Isthmia, the altars in the Greek sanctuary at Kommos on

Cr.ã, the sanctuary of Apollon Hylates at Kourion on Cyprus, the

sânctuary of Aphrodite in Miletos, the sanctuary of Demeter on

Mytilene, the aliar of Zeus and the Heroon at Nemea, the sanctuary of
Plakari ar Karysrus and the remple at Agios Elias near Tegea.st At most of
these locations the zooarchaeological material has been recovered in or at

an aftar, and the deposits consisr predominantly of a selection of heavily

burnt bones, often calcined and fragmented into small pieces.

In general, there seem ro be more thighbones and kneecaps than.sacrum

bones and tail vertebrae in the altar debris. This may partly depend on the

thighbones and kneecaps resisting the heat better and therefore having

a gieater chance of being identified in the samples, but at som€ sanctuaries

th*e quantiry of thighbones indisputably surpasses that of the sacra and

u.rt.t.".. At the Aire sacrif.cielle at Eretria, 87 perceît of the burnt altar

debris consisted of thighbones and an additional 6 percent were

kneecaps.l6 Apart from a few humerus fragments, there are only thigh-

bones in the burnt material at the HofaltaÍ area in the Artemision at

Ephesos and a clear dominance of femora among the burnt bones from

Altars U and C at the Greek sanctuary ar Kommos, the Archaic precinct

and altarin the sanctuary of Apollon Hylates at Kourion and the altar of
Poseidon at Isthmia.sT The thighbones recovered in these deposits come

It See the -A.ppendix. 16 Eretia, ry5 and ry7,-lable z.
37 EphesosI,^ir5, t45 and49: Kommos\,Table 6.2,44r,446-9 ^d 474; cf . KommosIl,678 and 681-4'

pi. f.3 
"rd 

â.+;'Kourion, t1t-z; Isthmia,44 anà 49_52, Table r. The burnt bones from Thermon

also mainly consist of long bones, see Gardeisen (zoo8:3o8).
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A brief look at the chronology of these deposits is also of interest. The earliest

assemblages seem to consist mainly of thighbones, and a group of burnt sheep

or goat femora from the Protogeometric lwels at the Anemision at Ephesos

probably represents one of the ea¡liest documented instances of tlrysiøsacrifice;

though the publication of the material from the ash altar of Trus on Mt
Lykaion will probably push the date even funher back.at The l-ate Geomeuic
and earlyfuchaic deposits, such as the altar at the Aire sacrif.ciellc at Ereuia and

sanctuary ofApollon Hylates at Kourion on Cyprus, rarely contain any remains

of sacrum bones and parts of the tail region, and though the earlyArchaicAltar
U at Kommos yielded catde tail venebrae, the burnt material mainly consisted

of ovicaprine femora.ad A predominance of vertebrae and, in panicular, tail
venebrae seems to be found only at the altar of Aphrodite Ourania at Athens
and in the sanctuary of Demeter at Mytilene, deposits which date to the eady

fifth century and founh to flrst centuries nc, respectiveþazAt the I-ongAltar at

Isthmia, the burnt fuchaic deposits have yielded mainly thighbones and there

are no remains of tails before the early fiftlr .ennr.y nc.d
Keeping in mind the limited size of the sample, it can still be taken to

suggest that the burning of thighbones may have been the older and original
practice at a thyia sacrifice.ae The Homeric poems, which only mention the

meria æ placed in the fire for the gods, confirm this impression, as do the

Mycenaean deposits from the palacr at þlos, which consisted of thighbones,

upper front legs and mandibles, which had been stripped of meat and burnt.to
The practice of burning rhe ospltys as the god's ponion may 

^t 
many sites have

been a later addition to ú.rc thysia ritual, perhaps imported to Greece from the

also found; Eretia:r75-85; Tegeø:zoo, frgs 5-6; Thøsos:\o4-7: Tenos:444-6 md 45o-4, figs. 14, r¡
end zo; Oþmpìa (zoo6:154-6); for a more detailed discussion of the relation between altar debris -
leftovers from meals in sanctua¡ies - see Elaoth (zoo9:t39-42),

at EphesosY:88-9o. The nmber of bona in this assemblage is very small. The ash alta¡ on Mt Lykaion
contained a huge quantiry ofburnt femora, patellas and caudal venebrae and activity seems to have

staned already in the I-ate Bronze Age, intensifring in the Protogeometric period, see Stukovich et

al. (zo8); Stukovich in Rommo md Voyarzis (zot4:644-8). The burnt material from the Middle,
Late and Sub-Geometric levels at Thermon also consisted mainly of long bonc o¡ ¡ibs of
ovicaprines, see Gardeisen (zoo8:3o8).

a6 Eretria:t77,'[able z; Kourion:rïr-2 Kommos l:44t, Table 6,2.
a7 Atherc:65-7 and 68 (for the zooarchaeological evidence fiom Mytilene).
aB Isthmia:r49-52, Table r. The early deposis only consist of a small number of bona, but remains of

the tail section mainly derive from the contuts dating to the latter half of the 6fth md the fourth
centuries.

ae At Kalapodi, all species from LH IIIC and onwards show a lack of sacra and caudal venebrae, which
may suggfft m early occurrence ofthe burning ofthe osphys, seeFelsch (zoor:196-7); Kakpodi:t62.
On the other hand, the missing parts may also have been removed to serve as priesdyger¿ tnd. not
only as the god's ponion.

to Isaakidou et al . (zooz:8642);Halstsd and Isaaki dou (z.oo4:46-54; see also Isaakidou and Halstead
(zot).
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Near East, where the burning of the tail was part of Israelite sacrificial rituals.t'
To place the oEltys in the fue and observe its movements may have been one
of several means of divination which were taken over by ttre Greeks from the
east during the early Archaic period, the tail curving on the akar apparently
being recognized as a sign of the gods having received the sacrifice *d b.itrg
pleased.t' It may here also be noted füat one of the earliest instances of thã
burning of the tail comes Íiom the seventh-cenrury BC Altar U ar Kommos,
a sanctuary thar demonstrares definite Near Eastem cultic influences and may
even be a Phoenician installation.t3

Tlt e o x enìa and Zoo archaeolo gy

on the whole, the altar debris concurs wirh rhe \üriften and iconographical
sources as to the imporance of thighbones and mils making up what was to be
burnt at a tltysia, but the bones allow us to distinguish chronological and
geographical variations within the ritual, as to the q¡pes of a¡rimali chosen
and which paru to burn. However, some altar deposits demonstrate a grearer
deviation from the notion based on rhe rexrs and images ofwhich bones ihould
be found in such an æsemblage and may therefore indicate a different ritual.

At the Long Altar in the sanctuary of Poseidon ar Isrhmia, the Archaic
and classical deposits recovered consisted ofbones from cattle, sheep and
goats, of which more than 98 percent were burnt.ta Hindquarters, and
especially thighbones, were parricularly common - chatácteristics of
atypical altar debris. The interesting fact is that among the burnt bones
from this altar, elements of the rest of the skeleton at. tãpr.r.nted as well,
such as the rib cage, rhe head and the lower back legs, wiih one exceprion,
the forelegs, which are almost entirely absent.tt Also the evidence from the
Greek sanduary ar Kommos, which has been published in great detail,

! See Ekroth (zoo9:146-9). For the burning ofthe tail at Israelite sacrifices, see Exodus z9:zz; læviticus
3:9, 73' 8:25 md 9.r8-zo; Milgrom (199r:zro-r3). The similarities berween the sacri6cial procedures
at t|rysia and,rsraelite sel¿mim, respectivel¡ have been widely discussed, see, for exampl., ciil 1r9e @;

-^ Burken GSSl'jr); Bergquist (r9g¡); Vest ft99738-42); Milgrom (zooo:2464).t' The importm ce of t\e osvlrys as a means for divination is evíãent f¡o m the pro,m. uinct. 496-9, aswell
as the scholia to Aristophnes' Peace rcg þd Paxrcg\ For the incorporation of Nea¡ Èastárn ritual

_ procedures, such as hepatoscopy, see !7est Q997:46-51; Burken (1992:46-53).

" Kommos ll:7tr-r3; Shaw (1989), ta Isthmia:t44 and r49r5z, Table r.tt The forelegs missing from the altar deposit must have been removed. ar some stâge, perhaps to be
given to priests or other dignitaries as choice ponions. The bona from the ,ltai are" have to be
matchcd against the bones found in the hrge Circular Pit, to the sourh-west of the temple, where
the leltovers f¡om the ritual meals_were dump ed, see Isthmiø:r3r-2, rj9-4o and r53, Table z. Among
tlrese bones, gz.5 petcent ofwhich a¡e unburnt, forelegs are over'represented, while there are very
few femora. It seems likely that some animals were sacrificed at th. itar 

"nd 
tJren later eaten in the

area to the south-west.



demonstrates variations from the expected norm. Of particular interest are

the more than 17 kg of burnt bones from Altar U, dated to c. 7oo-6oo øc

and connecred to tlì. second phase ofTemple B.t6 The material represents

at least nine sheep or goats and three cattle, that had had parts of them

burnr on this altar.tT Of the ovicaprines, thighbones dominate, while for

the cattle there is a high frequency of tail vertebrae. From the sheep and

goats there are also remains of forelegs and the lower parts of the back leg,

ãs well as ribs and vertebrae of the back. The cattle bones include fragments

of the lower back and front legs, the spine, the shoulder-blade and the

head. The presence of bones from the feet of these animals is interesting, as

these sections almost devoid of meat are usualþ thought to have been

discarded at th€ flaying and initial butchering of the animal.ts

The prominence of heavily burnt thighbones and tail vertebrae in the

altar assemblages from Isthmia and Kommos clearly identifies them as the

remains of thysiai, but the presence also of other parts of the victims

suggests that we here encounter local variations in the execution of this

ritual. The god's share placed in the altar fire was modified by the burning
of a greater variery of bones from the victims. If we compare the deposits

frorn Isthmia and Kommos with the burnt remains from the Aire sacrif'-

cielle atEretria, for example, there is a stark contrast, as the burnt bones of
that assemblage consisted to 9J percent of thighbones, kneecaps, and the

occasional tail vertebra. te

The burning of a wider selection of bones on the altars at Isthmia and

Kommos suggests that the deities at these sacrifices were given a larger share

of the victims and not simply the thighbones and the tails. The question is,

what ritual implications, if any, we may deduce from this distribution
pattern. I would suggest that the following scenario could be imagined at

ih.r. t*o sancruaries. The victims were first killed at the altar in the usual

manner and rneri.a and osphys were cut out and burnt. The bodies were then

divided, and some parts may have been displayed, either raw or cooked,

next to the altar or even on the altar in a trûPezLmatd ceremony' At some

stage, either at the division or later, a number of bones would have been

freed of meat and burnt in the altar fire, thus resulting in an altar deposit

consisting of a wider selection of bones than simply femora, sacra and

caudal vertebrae. The rest of the meat would have been cooked and eaten at

the altar, or taken away to be prepared and consumed elsewhere; at

)o GUNNEL EKROTH

t6 Kommosl:422, Table 6.r, 44r, Table 6.2, md, pl. 64-6'4. t7 Kommosl:451, Table 6.4.
t8 See, e.g., the zooarchaeological material from the altar oî ZeuslJovis at Poseidonia, læguilloux

(zooo346); Thasos:$o7; Tegeø:zor1' Samos:4, Ttble z.
5e Eretriø:r75 and ry7,Table z.
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Isthmia, near rhe Large circular Pit, into which the dinner debris was
dumped, and at Kommos, perhaps inside Temple B, which may have
,.*.ã as a hestiatorion.Go

such a scenario may seem hypothetical, bur a comparison with the
handling of the bones from Isthmia and Kommos with å ritual described
in the great lex søcra from Selinous, dated to c. 4ro nc, is instructive. This
inscription is unique for many reasons, not least since it contains one of the
few explicit menrions of the burning of animal bones in a Greek sacred

þ*.u'-4ïolg the rituals outlined in"this rext is rhe following sacrifice ro
Zeus Meilichios (A r7-zo):

17 rõr Ëy Eù0uôd¡.ro: MrÀr¡íor: xpròu 0[u]-18 óuro. ëoro ôè xaï 0û¡ro neô<x pÉro5 0úeu. rà õè árcpà rà 6a¡.róora ÈEhG>
rpÉro xai rpa[ne(o]-

19 u: npo0É¡.reu xcì QoÀÉqu xci rårrò rõ5 rpcrnÉ(cg: dnóp7¡.rcra xqì rðoréq
xc[ra]-

zo xöqr: rq xpö ¡ré¡qepéro. rqÀéro [å]óurrvc Àei.

To [Zeus] Meilichios in the plot of Euthydamos let them sacriûce a ram.
And let it also be possible ro sacrifice after a year. Let him take our the
public hiara and put out a table before [them], and burn a thigh and
the offerings from the table and the bones. Let no meat be 

""rrìÉd 
o.rt

[of the precinct]. Let him invite whomever he wishes.6'

The ritual prescribed here has convincingly been shown by the editors of
the inscription to be a thysia sacrifice ar which a theixenia ritual is
performed..j At tbeoxenia, the god was invited as an honoured guest
and offered a table laden with food, cooked meat in particular,- and
a couch to recline on. The ritual is documenred in literary, epigraphical
and iconographical sources and was used for all kinds of jirrlniii.r.uo
At selinous, the ram is killed and presumably thighbon es and,lor osphys

6" Isthmiat3r-2, r39-4o and r53, Table z. The distinctions berween the species and body parts
between the exteriorAltar u and rhe interior hearths ofremple B sugþest that rhe bíildirg
could have been used for meals following the sacrifices, s* Konñá, II:677, 6$_4 anã
687-8.t'¡"-.ror, 

Jordan and Kotansþ (r9y:A r}-zo). The burning of meria may be mentioned in
a fragmentary cult regulation of Herakles from Miletos, r. too Bc, LSA 42, B, line z; cf. LS g9,
line 6, a regulatìon of tÀemysteries at Phanagoria at the Black Sea, secon d, 

"in 
ury *, 

^ 
ioloþøusteiis

pethaps ofthighbones. A.lso the intriguing regulation ofthe deme Phrea rrhioi (c. 3oo-z5onc) refers
to meriø, perhaps to be placed on the altars a¡d burnt , see NGSL 3,16-17 with commentarv; Ekroth
(zoqa).

6' Translation by Jameson, Jordan and Kotanslçy (1993:6).
ur 

Jmeson, Jordm and Kotansþ (t9y: 6z-7 o) i J aÁíioí 1199 a^, 4_5¡.
"a Jameson r994ar Jameson, Jordan and Kotansþ ft991:67_7o); Gii e974,rr714¡.
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are cut out and burnt, an action considered as too much of a standard

procedure to be mention.d.6t The animal is then divided, but one back

ieg is kept inracr, though its thighbone.may have been cut out and burnt

wi"th the other thighbone. The rest of the body, or a part of it, is stripped

of meat, and this meat is put on the table, and the clean bones are also

preserved. After displaying the mear and perhaps also the back leg and the

torr.r, the ritual ii concluded by taking some meat from the table,

apa.rgrnata (1. tg), and burning it together with the back leg and the

bl"ãr. The rest of the meat is consumed in the sanctuary, as it was

forbidden to cafry it away (1. zo).
The ritual prescribed in the selinous lex sacra seems to be very simila¡ to

the activiry which can be reconstructed from the zooarchaeological evidence

from the iongAltar at Isthmia and fromAltar U at Kommos. The burning

of a wider sel."tiot of bones than the usud. meri¿ and osphys at all three sites

must have been of ritual imponance and a suggestion is to see it as a different

and previously unrecognized manner of staging a theoxenia ritual,.using not

only-meat bni 
"ho 

bonès. At most theoxeniø, the food on the sacred table was

taken by the religious functionaries at the end of the ceremony' but at

Selinous the rituJ was modified as the thigh, the bones and some of the

mear were transferred to the divine sphere by means of fire as-well, represent-

ing a moirocaust, ro use Scott Scullion's well,found term.66 Possibly some

-ã", *", burnt with the bones also at Isthmia and Kommos, though this

cannor be ascertained from the bones alone. In any c$e, the divinity was

offered a more extensive share of the animal victims by increasing tle
number of bones burnt on the altar and perhaps also some meat'

To perform a theoxeni.a ceremony, and to invite the deity and offer him

a table with food and a þline to lie back on, have been interpreted as means

for intensifyi nga thysiø, in order to bring the gods closer during this ritual

and to nesotiare the divide between immortals and mortals inherent in

thysia sacrifrcrj' Th.- display and burning of the bones from the meat at

so'me instances of theoxeiia can be seen as an additional way of modifica-

tion. In the end, almost the entire skeleton would join the thighbones and

the osphys on the aJtar.68

6r For possible insrances ol tlte meria being specifically mendoned to be burnt, see the examples

i¡ n. 6r.tt S"ullion (zooo:165-6)'
67 For the riìual function and meaning of theoxenia, see Jameson (tgg4^,fi-ì; Bruit Zaidman (zoo5:

+o-z); Ekroth (zoo8a). On thysia as separatlng gods and men, see Vernant (1989)'

.t Å rlÁilff ritual may actually úe referred to in the Horneic Hymn to Hermes (136-7) when the god

burns the hoofs anã heads of the slaughtered catde, after having cooked a¡d divided the meat in
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Sacrificial Victims, Food or Something Else

The evidence considered so far has focused on how the zooarchaeological
evidence can be connected to sacrificial rituals as we know them from
written and iconographical sources. The bone materiai clearÏy presents us

with a more complex and varied view of both thysia and theoxenia, and
informs our understanding of these rituals as we encounter them in texts,

inscriptions and images.
For the rest of this chapter, I will address the issue of animal sacrifice

and meat consumption. Modern scholarship has often claimed that both
the killing of animals and the eating of meat in Greek antiquity were
intimately linked to the sacrifice of domestic animals, and that animal
sacrifice was a prerequisite for the consumption of meat.6e Though
generally accepted, this position has met with some disbelief; as there is
evidence for killing animals and handling meat which seems incompa-
tible with sacrifice, both as to the species involved and where the actions
took place.7" The zooarchaeological material offers new possibilities for
understanding the relation between these two activities and suggests that
the modern concept "animal sacrifice" should be reconsidered and
diversified.

From the written and iconographical sources, it is clear that the Greefts

sacrificed and ate catde, sheep, goats and pigs. Folkert van Straten's seminal
study Hiera l{ølahas clearly demonstrated that what is to be considered as

the preferred sacrificial species depends on the kind of source material
used.7'In the sacrificial representations on the vase-paintings, the catde
dominate, while on the votive reliefs pigs or piglets are most frequent.
In the sacriÊcial calendars and sacred laws, on the other hand, sheep âre the
preferred victims. Each kind of evidence clearly had its own reality.

The zooarchaeological evidence from Greek sanctuaries confirms the
predominance of cattle, ovicaprines and swine, but the bones also show the
presence of a greater diversity of species. The question is how this variation
is to be interpreted and how we are to understand the presence of deer, wild
boars, foxes, bears, horses, mules, dogs, cats, chicken, geese, pigeons,
weasels, turtles and snakes, not to mention crocodiles, antelopes, gazelles,

camels, vultures, lions and hippopotamuses. Do the bones of these animals

a mânne¡ resemblinga theoxenia ritual, see Elaoth (zoo8a:zo3); Jaillard (zoo7:rt4-;.8); and Thomas
in this volume (Chapter 7).u' V.rn"nt (t989:25 and 38); Durand (r989b); Burken (1985:5); Jameson (r988a:87-8); Davidson
(t997:r5-6).

7" See Ekroth (zoo7;249-52). 7' van Suaten (1995:17o-86).
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represent sacrificial victims, are they animals which have been consumed or
do they correspond to other rypes of activity? Does the variety of animals

reflect a more diversified taste among the dining worshippers, and perhaps

also among the gods, than our written and iconographical sources tell us?

The problem with what to make of the unusual animals has been more
or less avoided by passing over most of these species in a sketchy manner at

publication, often by listing the bones of the major, domesticated animals

eaten today, while referring the rest to a separate câtegory, sometimes

under the heading "non-edible species." In all, the zooarchaeological

material recovered in any sanctuary rarely contains more than ro percent

of species other than cattle, sheep, goats or pigs. On the other hand, these

animals arc part of the archaeological context of the cult place. Modern
biases regarding what can be eaten or what the Greeks may have sacrificed

and consumed should not lead to a dismissal of these remains simply as

garbage and intrusions. A closer look at the evidence shows that the picture
is more complex.

The analysis of these more unusual species has first of all to consider

what type of bones from each kind of animal is present, as well as the find
contexts. Claws, paw bones, teeth and horns form a particular group, as

such bones could have been attached to animal skins displayed in the

sanctuary or been dedicated as individual bone offerings rather than as part
of cuts of meat, especially when deriving from rare or non-local animals.T'

Horns, and perhaps also skulls, could have been kept as memorials of
sacrifices or assembled into altars.73 The exotic fauna is best interpreted as

unusual and tantalizing bones being given as votives, perhaps as recollec-

tions oftravel or experiences abroad. These exceptional pieces can seldom

constitute evidence for these animals having been sacrificed and eaten.

The phalanx of a gazelle found in Messene and an astragal of the same

animal from the Artemision at Ephesos are not to be taken as the remains

of sacrificial victims, neither as the leftovers of outlandish meals, but as

votives.Ta The same goes for the camel, vulture and ostrich bones from
Ephesos, as well as for the bear teeth from the same site, which are

pierced and may have belonged to a piece of jewellery.Tt The Heraion on
Samos is particularly rich in such zooarchaeological finds, one of the

more spectacular being the jaw of a crocodile which when alive must
have measured more than five metres from the snout to the tip of the

7' For the dedication ofskins in sa¡ctuaries,seeAnth. Pal.6.m,lz,rt5 and 116; Diod. Sic.4,zz (heads

and feet); see also l¿¡son in this volume (Chapter z).
73 See above, n. 25. 7a MesseneIl:to6-7; Ephesos l:u4; Ephesos IY:z3t-2.
75 Bammer (199838-9, Table r, and 4o, fig. rz).
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tail.76 Just as fossils have been suggested to have inspired Greek myths,
exodc bones could have been used in the construcrion of both the ded-
icator's personal history and that of the community or the sanctuary.77

Leaving the individual bones aside, of prime interest are-{nstead bones
from the meat-bearing parts of the animals and, in particular, when the
bones from the species usually considered as "non-edible" have been recov-
ered together with the catde, sheep, goat and pig bones, that is, the remains
of animals which definitely were sacrificed and eaten. Furthermore, the
bones should derive from assemblages that represent the debris from altars
or leftovers from meals where the meat had been consumed.

If we begin with the bones interpreted as dinner debris, the bulk is made
up of sheep and goats, cattle and pigs, but mixed with these remains are
also dogs, equids and game, often demonsrraring the same butchering
marfts and usually being unburnt. At the Aire sacrifcielle to the north of
the temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria has been found an Archaic
deposit of unburnt sheep, goat and pig bones, which demonstrare all the
characteristics of being leftovers from meals. Among these bones were
recovered the remains of rwo dogs with knife marks, atresring to their
being flayed and gutted, and chopping marks indicating the meat being
divided into smaller portions.Ts The variation of anatomical elements, the
fragmentation of the bones and the rraces of butchering show that these
dogs did not accidentally end up with the sheep, goats and pigs, but they
had been slaughtered and consumed, just as had the other animals.
At Isthmia, the remains of the dining in the Archaic and Classical periods
were dumped in the Large Circular Pit, a former reservoir, to the south,
west of the temple of Poseidon. The bones recovered represenr at least
twenty-five cattle, thirty-two sheep or goars and five pigs, but also one dog,
some bones of which showed signs of being butchered.Te The unburnt
deposits around the late Archaic altar of A¡temis at Olympia, which
consisted mainly of sheep and goat and to a lesser extenr of cattle, as well
as some pig bones, also contained remains of dog.8"Among the bones from
the kitchen in the sanctuary of Poseidon and Amphitrite on Tenos were
not only cattle, pigs, sheep and goat but also dog.8'

76 Boessneck and von den Driesch (r98r); Boessneck and von den Driesch (r983a); Kyrieleis ft9y: ryB)
cf. Kyrieleis (t988:zzo-1, for the offering-ofa bone ofa fossilized, Pleistocene hippopotamus.

77 Tassignon (zoo5); cf. Mayor (zooo). 78 EreniatSo and p1.4t.6. 7e Isthmi):rJo.
" Oþnpia46-onlyzmninebonesfromatotalofr3Sospecimens,thoughconsistingofapelvicbone

md a tibia, both meat-bearing pans.8' Tenos:45r,'[able 7, two fragmmis of c¡ania and one from radius-ulna. Bones from more than thirty-
three dogs, often the upper legs, have been recovered with the a¡imal bones from Didyma,
interpreted by the excavator to have been eaten at ritual meals in the sanctuary of,{rtemis just æ
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These examples show that among the domesticated animals eaten in
sanctuaries we also have to include the dog, but this is not the only
domesticated species encountered among the bones in the dinner debris
deposits.s'In the sanctuary kitchen on Tenos was found a fragment of the
head of a donkey, and a Hellenistic deposit at the Herakleion on Thasos

contained unburnt horse bones with butchering marla corresponding to
the meat being eaten; the ribs seem to have been particularþ appreciated
and had been cut up into porrions.s' The horse bones from the Artemision
at Ephesos have chop marks clearly showing that they had been divided to
be eaterr.sa The dinner debris from the cave sancruary at Pilarou on Thera
contained a substantial number of donkey bones, while the sanctuary of
the Heroes and Demeter at Messene yielded a small quantity of horse

and donkey among the unburnt zooarchaeological material recovered in
a pit in the centre of the courryard.8t Also at the sanctuary of Athena at
Ilion horses seem to have been consumed in the founh ..rrt.rry rc.tu
The retrieval of the equid bones among the remains of the other domes-
ticated species definitely eaten shows that horses, donkeys and mules
recovered in Greek sanctuaries are not to be routinely dismissed as garbage
or intrusions in these deposits.sT

Finally, a surprising number of remains of non-domesticated animals
have been recovered in ritual contexts, the most common species being red
deer, fallow deer, roe deer and wild boar, and occasional bones of wild
fauna can be found at most sanctuary sites.88 At Messene, in the sanctuary
of the Heroes and Demeter, as much as a fifth of the zooarchaeological
material from the earþ Archaic and Classical periods derives from wild
animals, mainly red deer of all ages, roe deer, wild goat and a substantial
amount of wild boar, but also bear, fox, weasel and wolf are present.se
These wild species are mixed with the bones of cattle, sheep, goats and pigs,

*re other animals found in the Didyma deposits, see Tuchelt $992:7)i Boessneck and Schäffer

$986:285-94); Boessneck a¡d van den Dricch (r983b:64r-6). Thse bones have recendy been

proposed to be the garbage from a Roman meat-ma¡ket, a mdtellam, rather than the remains of
ritual activity, see Bumke (zoo6:2241. At the alta¡ in the smctuary of ,Aphrodite at Tamæsos,
Cyprus, a substantial quantity ofbroken dog bones were found, see Nobis ft976-7:28), suggesting
a consumption of canine meat.

8' Among setdement debris, dog bones a¡e also found, sometimes with cut marls corresponding to the
flesh having been eaten, see Milttos:rr7-r8; sæ also Roy (zoo7). There is a cenain haitation among
excâvators and zooa¡chaeologists to consider dogs m food, see Snyder ard Klippel (zoo3).

8' Tenos,4z7,'lable z; Thasos:ïig. ro Eph"rorl'rã9-lo.
8t Therøt55-6 andr67; Messene II:ro3, Tible 3 and ro5. 86 

Rose (zoo6:9r).
87 For the written evidence concerning the consumption oÊ equids, see Daiby (zoo3:r8o), sv. horse;

Dalby (t996:6r).
88 For evidence of dee¡ ìn Greek sanctuaries, see also the chapter by I:rson in this volume (Chapter z).
8e MesseneII:tot-2, Tables z and 3.
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and are unburnt and fragmented, just as the domesticated animals, which
make up the bulk of the bones. At the altar of Asklepios at rhe same sire,
ro percent of the animals are non-domesticated, mainly red deer and wild
boar.e" The find context, selection of body pans and the degree of burning
is not reported, unforrunatel¡ and it is not known if these bones represent
altar debris or dinner refuse. Next to the temple ofArtemis Orthia, also at
Messene, a variety of wild animal bones were recovered, around t percent
ofall the zooarchaeological material, including aurochs, red deer, rôe deer,
wild goat, wild boar, fox, hare, turtle and wolf.e'The wolf bones included
a shoulder-blade, a bone from the fleshier part of the body.e" Fallow deer
bones have been also recovered at the Heraion on Samos. Among the body
parts are forelegs, which had been handled in the same manner as the orher
bones of domesticated species in these dinner deposits.e3 Also the deer
bones from the Artemision ar Ephesos bear cut ma¡ls comparible wirh
them being dinner debris, and so do some of the bear bones from rhe same
sanctuary.94

As a final example can be mentioned the sanctuary ofApollon andArtemis
at Kalapodi where the wild fauna consritures a little more than 6 percent of
the bones from the Archaic period.et The preferred species were red deer,
fallow deer, roe deer and wild boar, represented by vertebrae and fore and
back legs, which means good, meaty parrs.n6 Among the more spectacular
finds from Kalapodi ìs the shoulder-blade of a lion, found in a mixed
Geometric-Archaic layer in the central sanctuary.eT This scapula bears traces
of fire and hæ chop marks, possible indications of this lion having been
eaten, though tlese traces may have derived from skinning and accidental
burning.es This particular casedisregarded, a closer inspectiãn of the animal
bones cleady indicates that game and other non-domestic¿ted animals were
part of the menu at meals taking place in sanctuaries.

Did Atl the Animals Die at the Altar?

The consumption in sanctuaries of occasional dogs, horses, deer, wild
boars, bears, birds, fish and other non-domesticated animals should not

e" Messene I:298-9,'f able z and 3, context 84.
e' Messnel:298-1 Table z and 3, contexts Bz and 83. e' Messnel:3o2.
e3 Sømor4-5, Table r-3, and 37. ea EphesosIY:4t; cf. Ephesosl:toï.
et^ Kalzpodit\g,Table4S. e6 KalapoZir|T-ttg. s7 lelapodin4.
" cf. the lion bones from the Aremision at Ephesos, some of which may be the remains of meals, see

Ephesos.lY:z3r.TheconsumptionoflionmeatismentionedbyGalen,Dr øtim.fac.K664,thoughit
is clearly considered as an inferior kind of food,
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be too surprising, as these species occur in the consumption debris from
setdement contexts.ee The question is whether all animals were actually
taken alive into the sanctuary and there sacrificed at the altar, before being

cooked and consumed. Just because they are present in the consumption
debris, are we to consider dogs, horses and game as sacrificial victims?

A comparison has here to be made between the altar deposits and the

leftovers from meals. The burnt remains from the altars, which represent the

god's portion of the sacrificial victims, consist of cattle, sheep and goats,

a much more limited selection than the range ofspecies present in the dinner
debris. Thighbones and tails from dogs, horses and game were not placed in
the altar fire, and rarely were those of pigs. The bone material indicates

a distinction in species between the animals present in the remains that come

from the activity at the altar and the debris being left after the worshippers

had eaten the meat, suggesting that not all animals eaten at ritual meals had

been sacrificed at the altar with all the trappings of a tlrysia.

Occasionally we are in the fortunate situation that allows comparisons

to be made between altar debris and dining refuse from the same site, such

as at Isthmia. Here, cattle, sheep and goats were sacrificed and burnt at the

Long Altar, while the dining debris recovered from the Large Circular Pit,

to the south-west of the temple, contained bones of the same species as at

the altar, but also at least five pigs and a dog.'oo Some of the cows, sheep

and goats sacrificed at the altar may have been eaten at the Large Circular
Pit, but at these meals were also consumed animals that have left no traces

at the altar. At the Herakleion on Thasos, the deposit that is connected

with the altar contains sheep, goat and cattle, while pig bones are only
found in the dinner debris dumped elsewhere.'o' From the Artemision at

Ephesos, the burnt bones consist of sheep, goats and cattle, while the

unburnt dinner debris also included swine and small quantities of equids

and game.t"'At Kommos, there are no burnt pig bones on the exterior
altars U, H and C, while on the hearths inside Temples B and C, buildings
which may have functioned as dining rooms, hestiøtoria, contemporary
with Altars U and C, respectively, remains of pigs were found, in later

periods in large quantities, together with fishbones, seashells and

eggshells.'or At Eretria, the Late Geometric altar material from the Aire

ee See Columeau (zooo:t54-6); MiletorrtT-t9, Table r; Snyder and Klippel (zoo3); Roy (zoo7).

'"" Ixhmiø:t3y1, r4o and 149-51, Tables r and z. '"' Thasos:8o4-t4 and 8r7-i9'
'"" Ephesosl:to7-r5 and Plan 3; Ephesos N:zz6-1r.
'"1 Kommosl:"lable 6.r, 4r9 md 427 (Temple B), 4zz (Altar U), 41o-r (Altar H), 43r-z (Temple C) and

44 (Nt:r C), Table 6.2, 44r (Altx I)), 479 anð, 444 (Temple B), q+6 (Altar H), aa7 (Temple C),

448-9 (Ntar C), cf. +So,Table 6.3 and 476; Kommos If:681*5.
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saøifcielle consisrs almost exclusively of burnt sheep and goat thighbones,
kneecaps, sacrum bones and tail verteb¡ae. In a ìe¡es ãf .otrtã*po"ry
hearths in front of the temple of Apollo, bones of sheep and go"i, b*
also pigs and dogs_were found, though the relation berween dresJdeposits
and the Aire sacrifcielle is far from ascertained.'o4

The sanctuary at Kalapodi once mbre offers a rantalizing case. The earry
Archaic ash deposit consisted of c. 5o percenr small burni bone splinters,
though the fragmentary and apparently unburnt state of the rest of the
bones,_^e_specially the long bones, suggesr that they represent dinner
debris.'"t lnterestingly,.throughout the deposits fro- ihe iu tnc period
and onwards, sacra and tails are missing, not only from the domesiicated
species, but also from the wild animals, suggesting a possible thysia treat-
ment also of rhese.'"6 However, as the partrii"ki"i-"y 

"ot 
or,llir.p..r.rrt

the portions removed to be burnt for the gods, but iso honorary shar.s
glven - priestly_perquisires, certainry can only be gained by recovery ofthe
altar deposits.t"T

The bone material suggesrs that not all animals earen in the sanctuaries
had been killed at an altar in the full thysia manner, with all the preceding
rituals, and thighbones and tails cut out and burnt for the gods. some o?
the animals, or even most of the animals consumed at the nieals following
a sacrifice could very well have been slaughtered in the sanctuary, thougË
not sacrificed at the altar. It is also possible that some animals rr.*r.rrt.réd
the sanctuary alive to be killed there. rvhole carcasses or sections, such as
heads' legs and backs, already butchered to supplement the live victims,
may have been brought by the individuals *hã tt"d killed the animals
themselves at home or during a hunr, or this meat could have been bought
in the market where the animals had been slaughtered by a professional
butcher. on the other hand, even if a thysiø didnãt take place àch rime an
animal was killed, such slaughter does not have to be considered as secular
in our sense of the rerm, and it could very well have been accompanied by
libations, .y!!i"g of hair from the animal's head, prayer and sprinkling of
some blood.'"8 Jewish þosher and Muslim h¿ttatbutLhering provide con-
temporary examples of how the procuring of meat can be considered as
something holy also within daily life.

'oa Chenal-Velarde (zoor:25-35, esp. 29, Table r). '"s Kalzpodtu3-t4 and 16z*4,
'"' Felsch (zoot :r 9Ç7); Kakpodità2.
'o7 For the inclusion of the osplrys in dre prerogatives of the priest, sce EIcoù (zoo9:r1l); Dimitrova

(zoo8:zç*7),
'o8 For a discussion of such smled-down riruals, see Berthiaume eggz:62-7o and Zg-q¡); Ekorh

(zoo7:268-72.).
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The bones from dogs, equids and game indicate that such animals only
constituted a small part of the meat eaten in sanctuaries. At some sites, the

material can be taken to represent a few animals, or even parts of animals,

and the reasons for bringing this meat to the sanctuary may have been

diverse. A use within ritual seems to be the less likely explanation for the

presences of canines and equids in most instances, as the evidence for
sacrifice of dogs is scant and mainly concerns rituals where the animals
were destroyed or abandoned, such as purifications or sacrifices to divi-
nities such as Hekate or Enyalios.'oe There are two vase-paintings, which
may show dog sacrifices, but the nature of the rituals is difficult to grasp."o
A similar situation applies regarding horses, donkeys and mules. Although
spectacular horse sacrifices are known for Poseidon and Helios, where the

animals could be plunged into the sea, as well as in mythic contexts, such as

holocausts at the burial of Patroklos, the consumption of meat from equids

does not seem to have been part ofany ritual.ttt
A desire or need to increase the amount of food available to be eaten on

a particular occasion probably lies behind the presence of dogs and horses

in the zooarchaeological deposits from sanctuaries. Canines and equids
never seem ro have been a prestigious kind of food, though the bone
material suggests that they could be eaten on a fairly regular basis, even in
sanctuaries."" The spectrum for what could be eaten by the Greefts was

certainly wider than we tend to believe, as even animals dead from natural
causes, thnesidia or þenebreiø, are known to have been consumed."l

A will to supplement the major domesticated animals eaten may also

explain the presence of bones from wild animals, as there is hardly any

evidence in the written and iconographical sources of wild animals being

sacrificed and eaten in sanctuaries."4 On the other hand, the lack of
mention of game in these documents may simply be because of the

'"e Theophr. Cbar.ú.t1;Danner(zoo3:78);Zagniarisft975:14-8).Seealsothefindoftheremainsof
r5o domestic dogs in a well in the Athenian Agora, Snyder (1999;284).

"" ,A.ttic red-figure lelgnhos, Athens NM t695, van Straten ft974:r79, fig. ¡o). Boiotian red-figure
sþhos, Athens NM rz59r, ,{vronidaki (zoo8:8-r4, plates 5.3 and 6.4). For discussion of these vases,

see Eluoth (zoryb:24-).
"' See Georgoudi (zoo5b), for t}le wriren evidence.

"' A few mentions in the written sources give at hand that the Greela could eat dogs, though they were

often considered as a kind ofmarginal food or to be used for medical purposes, see Dalby (1996:6o);

Da.lby (zoo3:rzo, sv. Dog); P.oy (zoo7:344-B). A market for donkey meat is mentioned by Pollux

9.48, see also Berthiaume ft982:92-1).
"r Benhiaume (t982:8r-92). Animals dead fiom natural causes may perhaps not have been brought to

sanctuaries for reasons ofimpuriry, see ISCG tt4, line r4, regulation lor the purity ofa sanctuary,
Eresos, second cenrury tsc; Ekroth (zoo7:266).

"a ,4. 6fth'century Attic votive reliefshows a family at an altar offering a goose and leading a deer,

presumablyasacriÊcialvictim,AthensNMrg5o, TbesCRAI,ry,no.9r(Hekate);LIMCII,Anemis,
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difficulties of knowing to what extent the victims could be procured on
a specific occasion and therefore they were left out."' Occasionally sacred

laws stipulate wild victims, even specifying their weight, perhaps an indica-
tion that these animals were already dead and butchered when brought to
the sanctuary."d Sections of wild animals could have been offered io the
gods, a practice which would explain'the finds of occasional bones of game

in many sanctuaries. These cuts of meat may have been displayed on
â sacred table as a part of nøpezomatd or tlteoxenia rituals, as suggested by
theArchaic bronze plaques from the sanctuary of Hermes andAphrodite at
Kato Syme Viannou on Crete, which show young males carrying legs and
heads of ibexes, as well as entire animals."T A regulation concerning royal
taxes at Aigai, in the earþ third century BC, stipulates that back legs from
game were to serye as honora{y gifts, further demonstrating that such parts
certainly could be a valued commodity."s

The meat from wild animals may also have fulfilled a particular function
within a ritual, reflecting local practices or traits of the divine recipient and,
not surprisingly, many of the sanctuaries with a higher representadon of
game belong to Artemis."e A famous passage in Xenophon's Anabasis
(i.¡.to) describes how he established a sanctuary to this goddess at
Skillous. At the annual festival, there was a hunt, where the sons of
Xenophon and of the villagers killed wild boars, roe and deer, partly on
the grounds belonging to the sanctuary, and presumably these animals
would have supplemented the other victims at the meals following the
sacrifice. Scattered literary passages such as these can be better understood
by comparison with the zooarchaeological evidence.

no. 46r, c. 4jo-4oo nc. The torch-bearing goddess receiving t-he sacriâce has been identified æ
Hekate or Artemis.

"t Though deer may also have been lrept in deer parls in order to åcilirare the supply, see Nobis
(tg7Ç7:z9z); Samos:4r.,{t Kassope, the settlement material contains a large quantity of deer md
wild boar, which demonstrate a distribution as to age and sex which is not compatible with these

, mimals having been hunted in the wild, see Columeau (zooo:r¡5-6).
"u See I/GSZ 5, lines 37-8, provision ofwild boar weighing zo minae at the sacrifice to Herakles,

Attika, euly second centuryen, cf. commentary to lines 37-8 (the dificulty lies in knowing whether
haprosis rwllà or domesticated boar). Cf. Paus. 8.38.8, a boa¡ sacri6ced to Apollon Epikourios ar
the agora ofMegalopolis and, once slaughtered, to be taken to tÏe sanctuary ofApollon Parrhasios
where the thighs are cut out and burned, and the meat eaten, i.e. a cæe of an already dead victim
brought to a sa.nctuary for funher rituals. See also ZS.S 85, llnes t9-3o, sacrifice of a (wild?) boar,
a dog and a kid to Enyalios, Lindos, late Êfth century Bc; cf. Stengel (r9ro:t97-zol.

"7 Irmbessi ft985:z7o), for example, Al7, +7, So, z4 and 9 (legs) and A zl (head). For the zooa¡ch-
aeological evidence Ê¡om this sanctua¡y, see Nobis (1988).

"8 Cha¡dezon (zoo3:tor-s), no. 52, lines 14-16, a skebs to be given from the hunted boars md deer.

"e For a ritual explanation ofthe presence ofdeer bones, see I¿rson in this volume (Chapter z).
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The Particular Pigs

The absence of dogs, equids and game in the altar deposits is hardly
unexpected. The very low number of pig bones in the burnt assemblages

making up the god's portion is, on the other hand, more surprising.
Pigs were definitely eaten in sanctuaries, but there is a much larger

number of pigs' bones in the consumption debris than among the bones

from the altars. Demeter being the main deity worshipped most likely
explains the high proportion of pig bones at sites such as Corinth, Ephesos,

Kyrene and Knossos, as well as at the sanctuary of the Heroes and Demeter
at Messene in the Hellenistic period.'"o But pigs are quite frequent also in
t}re zooa¡chaeological material representing the dining refuse at the sanc-

tuary of Poseidon and Amphitrite at Tenos, at Kalapodi, at the sanctuary of
Herakles on Thasos and at Tegea in the sanctuary ofAthena Nea, as well as

in the later phases at Kommos."' At some sites, a considerable part of the
meat eaten was pork, such as at the Aire sacrifcielle at Eretria, where more
than a fifth of the Archaic zooarchaeological evidence from the leftovers
from meals derives from pigs.'"'

The number of pigs and piglets shown on votive reliefs and vase-

paintings, and the fact that theyoccur in the sacrificial calendars, constitute
evidence for pigs being ritually killed and considered as sacrificial
victims."3 On the other hand, the lack of pig bones in the altar deposits
suggests that these animals may not always have been sacrificed in a thysiø

manner. Possibly a different ritual is to be imagined when it came to killing
pigs in sancruaries, at which the thighbones and tails were of less interest
than in the cases involving cattle and ovicaprines."a

At first glance, the lack of pigs' tails in the altar deposits may be

suspected to depend on their not curving and rising in the same manner
as cows' tails when placed in a fire. If that was the case, the physical qualities
of the pigs would make them unfit for one kind of ritual handling at

a thysia. In order to resolve this issue, I conducted experiments with
burning pigs' tails on a bed of glowing coals (Fig. r.5). At first, an abundant
and fragrant smoke rose to the sþ, while after around ten to fifteen

''o BookidismdStroudftggT:7\andz43);BookidisetaJ.(t999:r7,32-8andç-z);Ephesosll,55-7o;
Crabtree and Monge (r99o:rr4-r5); Jarman $973:t77-9); Mesene IItoz-1.

"' Tenos:426-7, Tables r-z; Kakpodi:5Ç68 and ry5; Thøsos:8o4, Table 4 and 8r7-r9, Lot 6; Tegea:

t98-9; Kommosl:45o, Table 63,476 and 48l.
"' EretriatTí,Tabler,andr79. "r SeevanStraten (r995:r7o-8r).

'a The deposition and/or burningpfyoung pigs and piglets in Demeter sanctuaries constitutes a¡
additional kind of ritual action, see Mytilene:zo9; EphesosY:85-6; cf. Hamilakis and Konsolaki
(zoo4), for the treatment of the piglets in the Mycenaean sanctuary at Methana.
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minutes, the tip of the tails began to move and then to rise gracefully.

In some cases, the tail ended up pointing towards the sþ, while in other
instances it described a full circle, finally touching the sacrum bone.

The fact that a total novice, such as a modern scholar like-rnyself, could
accomplish the hierø haløwithpigs' tails shows that it cannot have required
particular skills. The lack of pigs' sdcra and caudal vertebrae in the burnt
debris from the altars cannot be explained by them not curving in the

manner of the cows' tails, an essendal element of a thysiø sacrifice.

If pigs were sacrificed according to a different ritual, how would such

acrions have been accomplished? In the Demeter sanctuary at Kyrene was

found a deposit of unburnt thighbones and pelvises of pigs together with
ash and charcoal, and this material perhaps represents a different kind of
sacrificial handling of pigs, where the meroiwere cut out, but not burnt."t
Of great interest in this context is the ritual killing of a pig described in
book 14 of the Odyssey, an event which can suggest how such a ritual was

executed. Here the pig herder Eumaios slaughters a fat swine to honour his
guest, the disguised Odysseus. The killing takes place in Eumaios' house

and focuses on other actions than a thysia. Some hair and meat from the
boar are burnt on the household hearth for the gods and portions ofcooked
meat are put aside for the Nymphs and Hermes, but there is no indication
of a particular handling of thighbones and tails, a fact which sets this ritual
apaft from the other sacrifices found in Homer."6

The Communal (and Chaotic) Casserole

The distribution of animal species and their r€spective find contexts, as

evidenced in the zooarchaeological material, suggests that all animals eaten
in a sanctuary on a particular occasion were not necessarily sacrificed at the
altar. Such a distinction between sacrificial victims and other animals killed
with the principal intent to procure meat, which can be perceived in the
bone evidence, is actually contrmed by the epigraphical evidence."T
A late second-century nc inscription from Amorgos records a private cult
foundation by a man named Kritolaos for his dead son Aleximachos."s
The annual festival included animal sacrifice, a public meal and gâmes.

"r Crabtree and Monge (r99o:rr8). In some of tie dinner debris deposits, the femora are missing from

- pigs as well æ from catde, sheep and goâts, see Oþmpia (zoo6:156); Tenos:445-6, frg.5.
"u In fact, an dte rnative t¡eatment of pigs wæ suggested already by KxlMeúi (1946:214, n. r), see also

Elaoth (zoo9:r44, n. 83).

'"7 On the concept of the ltiereion, see also the discussion in B¡ulé md Touzé (zoo8).

"8 ¿.tS 6r, lines 4o-65.
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The officials in charge were to buy an ox, which was to be led in the
procession from the pr¡aneion to be sacrifi.ced probably in or at a private
house (ll. 44-6). A huge mealwas prepared, where the oxwas eaten (ll.

49-5o and 6z), but apparently the mear from other animals was consumed
on this occasion as well, as the officials were ordered to sell the hides
immediately. The plural tø dermata (1. 6z) clearly shows that additional
animals, apart from the ox led in the procession, must have been involved,
though their kind and quantity are not given in the text and possibly they
were not sacrificed at the altar together with the ox. Finally, there was to be

a distribution of pigs'meat for the ephebes (1.6+). These pigs are not
mentioned previously and we do not know how and when they were killed.
They may not have been sac¡ificial victims in the same sense as the ox, or
they were sacrificed according to a different ritual than the prestigious
victim which was led in the procession, but the pork given to the ephebes

might even have consisted of salted meat, bought for the occasion."e
If such a division between sacrificial victims and other animals can be

made, are \Me sdll to speak of ritual meaJs tâking place in sanctuaries, if not
all the meat came from sacrificed animals? This we definitely can, I find,
even ifthe actual sacrificial victim is likely to have held a particular status

within the sphere of meat consumption, a fact that is evident from the
detailed regulations in the sacred laws of how this meat was to be

distributed.'lo However, the zooarchaeological material provides us with
the insights not only of how different kinds of meat were handled in
a sanctuary, but also of how meat from various kinds of animal and of
various origins were integrated within the ritual. The important matter to
consider here are the cooking methods chosen.

First of all, it should be made clear that burnt bones cannot help us

understand the cooking procedure. Burning the bones in a fire results in
carbonization and calcination, and the bones become splintered, wrapped,
crinkled and shrunken from the heat.'3'The bones from the god's portion
consumed by the fire on the altar have this appearance, but so does

a holocaust of an entire animal, or the burning of the leftovers from

''e For the consumption of salted meat based on the rcoarchaeological evidence, see Iæguilloux
(zoo6).

'3" Onthedistinctionofvariousdegreaofsacrednessofmeat,seeEk¡oth(zoo7).SeealsoFredNaiden
in tl-ris volume (Chapter 5) and Naiden (zor3a), where he suggesa drat all present at a sacrifice may
not have received meat from the sacriÊcial victim, as there was not enough for all. On the status of
rhe híereion, the sacrificial victim, see also Brulé and Touze (zoo8).

"' Verywell documented in lsthmía:t4o-6, Êg.rl4
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a meal if the exposure had been long and hor enough.'3'The meal remains,
on the other hand, would contain most fleshyparts of the skeleton, save rhe
parts taken aside for the gods and parts removed in the initial stages of
butchering, and the material would have a high degree of fragmentarion, as

rhe bones have usually been butchered into poftions, and smashed and
broken to access the marrow. It shoirld be noted that these deposits often
show a very low quantity ofburnt bones, an essential distinction from the
altar deposits. The zooarchaeological material from the sanctuary of the
Heroes and Demeter at Messene was nor burnt at all and few bones show
traces of fire in the dinner deposits from the Heraion on Samos, the
Herakleion on Thasos, the sanctuary of Poseidon and Amphitrire on
Tenos, the sacrificial area at Eretria, the Large Circular Pit at Isthmia,
the altar ofArtemis at Olympia and the Pilarou cave sancrLrary on Thera, to
mention a few examples.t33

In the dinner deposits, the proponions between unburnt bones and
bones that show some traces of fire are important to take into account.
Though meat may be roasted without scorching, grilling will only leave the
outer ends of the bones charred by the fire, since the meat prorecrs the rest
of the bone from being affected by the fire. Boiling will of course leave no
traces of fire at all. Our notion of cooking at Greek sacrifices is often (mis)
guided by the information in our other sources and we tend to ¿rssume rhat
grilling was the principal cooking method. In Homer, for example, all meat
is grilled, and there is no consumption of boiled mear, a fact. that gave rise
to discussion already in antiquiry.'3a The Attic vase-paintings show spits
being held over the altar fire, and these scenes are often, and in my opinion
wrongly, taken to be depictions of the grilling of mear. Depicted here is
rather the grilling of the edible inresrines, the spknchnø, and the prepara-
tion of the meat usually tookplace elsewhere, in a particular kitchen, in the
open air on the festival meadow or on rhe heanh in the hestiatoria for
a select few, but not on the altar.t3t

Though boiling is seldom menrioned in our wrirten sources and rarely
depicted, presumably since this was a less prestigious manner of cooking,
the fact that bones in the dinner deposits show so few rraces of conracr wirh

'r' Bones thrown back into the fire as a \¡/ay of garbage disposal are usually only discoloured, not
carbonized and calcined, see Mylona (zoo8:95-6).

'33 Messene [I:roo; Sømos7; Thasos:ïtt and. 8r7; Tnor4z6 and 444; Eretia:r77, Table z, and r8r-z;
Isthmiat4o and r53, Table zB' Olynpia (zoo6:154; Therøt53, 167 p¡nd r7o. Cf. Milztos:tz4-5 and
M1'tílenezo9,

'A Pl. Resp. 4.4o4b<; Euboulos, fr. rzoK, ap. Ath. z5c; cf. Berthiaume þ982:t5-t6); Heath (zooo).
'3t On the rendering of splønchna and the preparation of meat on Attic vases, see vm Straten (1995:

4r-4r and.44-9).
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frre must lead to the conclusion that most of the meat eaten in the Greek

sanctuaries was boiled.t'6 Thit cooking method was convenient for several

reasons, especially when preparing food for a large number of peo^ple. All
the fat *o,rld stay in the rich broth, instead of spilling onto the fire as it
does when the meat is grilled. If the meat was butchered into portions, the

marrow was cooked and easily accessible, in particular if the bones were

broken at a later stage, and the fragmenrary stare of the bones of the

leftovers from meals indicat.s that marrow was a desired commodiry''37

Boiling would make the meat tender, a connection explicitly made by
philocLoros, but also by the Cyclops in Euripides' saryric play with the

same ride, who states that he will grill some of odysseus' companions while

he boils the rest tender in the cauldron''r'
However, apaft from these practical and culinary advantages, boiling

also constituted the best way of integrating the different kinds of meat

available ar rhe sanctuary. In the cauldron would be placed the meat from

the animals sacrificed at the altar in the thysia manner, as well as the meat

from the animals killed elsewhere, either inside the sanctuary or outside it,

but also meat bfought to the sanctuary already butchered into portions. All
would be put into ihe "communal casserole" and, when boiled tender, no-

one could distinguish berween the different kinds of meat as to origin,

species and wherè and how the killing had taken place, as it all w_ould now

cànstitute sacred meat, ready for distribution and consumption.'ie

Concluding Remarfts

In this chapter, I have attempted to show the potential of the zooarchaeo-

logical eviJence for our understanding of Greek ritual practice_s,_as well as

thã importance of a careful collection of the bone material, followed by

"6 For representations of boiling, see the "Ricci hydria," va¡ Straten ry95,Yt¡4, fig..izz (bottom);

Athens, Acropolis:654, Gebauir (z ooz:Z¡ Êg. ú3)i Paris, Louvre C ro9r8, Gebauer (zooz:Z zr, frg'

rg). On th"'i-port*." of boiling of -."ì at sacrifices, see also Ek¡oth (zoo7:266-8); Fkrotlt
(zoo8b:98-roo); cf. Detienne (t977:r7 4-82).

"7 A¡ illusirative example of pot-size butchering is found in the sanctuary of PoseÌdon and Amphitrite

on Tenos, *here tÀe long bones of sheep, goats md pigs had been divided into three parts,

lacilitating boiling of the Ãeat ,^d e*tr".ti,on ãf the mar¡ow, as well as the distribution of suitable

poniots, ie. Tenírr44z*3 and fig. 13; Étienne and Braun (r986:Bb rr, pl 95 and rr5, Eb 8 and 9, pl'

ro5 and rzr), for the cooking Pots',tr phil.FGrH;rt3zB,Ft73;Euí.'Cycl.z43-6.Aroundtwo-thirdsofthemeatofcanle,sheep,goatand

pigs hæ a t"*iur" th"t requires it to be cooked at a high temperâture, such as boiling, for a long

þÃod of time in order to become tender, see Dumont (r987:r5-ú).

're t)n the issue of"sacrificial" versus "sacred" meat, see Elaoth (zoo7). Boiling as a means for hiding

the origin of the meat is a central theme in the m¡hs of Tantalos and Lykaon where the gods are

offered human flesh to eat, see Ek¡oth (zoo8b:95-roz)'
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detailed analysis and publication. The zooarchaeological material can

provide a perspective different from that offered by the written and
iconographical sources and offers us rare insights into the practical execu-

tion of animal sacrifice by revealing the mundane reality o€ Greek ritual
where not only beef, mutton and porkwere eaten, but also dogs, horses and
deer. One might even say that if thd texts and the images present us with
the picture that the Greela wanted to convey, the animal bones may tell us

what they actually did, whether or nor they wanted us ro know about it.

Appendix Principal Tnoarchaeological Deposits from Greek
Sanctuary Sites

'4sea
Athens

Epbesos I
Ephesos ll
Ephesoslll

Ephesos IY
EphesosY

Eretria

Isthmia

Kalapodi

Kommosl

KommosII

Kourion

Messene I
Messene Il
Mil¿tos

Mytilene I
Mytilenell
Netnea

Oþmpiø

Plaþari

Samos

Ttg*
Tenos

Thasos

Thera

Vila (zooo)

Reese (1989)

Bammer, Brein and \øolff GqZg)

Forstenpointner (zoor)

Forstenpointner (zoo3)

Forstenpointner, Krachler and Schildorfer (1999)

Forstenpointner, Weissengruber and Galik (zoo5)

Studer and Chenal-Velarde (zoo3)

Gebhard and Reese (zoo5)

Stanzel (r99r)

Reese, Rose and Ruscillo (zooo)

Shaw (zooo)

Davis (1996)

Nobis (1994)

Nobis (1997)

Peters and von den Driesch (1992)

Ruscillo (r993)

Ruscillo (zor3)

MacKinnon (zor3)

Benecke (zoo6)

Groot (zor4)

Boessneck and von den Driesch (1988)

Vila (zooo)

Leguilloux (r999)

Gardeisen (r996)

Becker $997)


